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Trawling the seafloor can disturb carbon that took millennia to accumulate,

but the fate of that carbon and its impact on climate and ecosystems remains

unknown. Using satellite-inferred fishing events and carbon cycle models,

we find that 55-60% of trawling-induced aqueous CO2 is released to the

atmosphere over 7-9 years. Using recent estimates of bottom trawling’s

impact on sedimentary carbon, we found that between 1996-2020 trawling

could have released, at the global scale, up to 0.34-0.37 Pg CO2 yr-1 to the

atmosphere, and locally altered water pH in some semi-enclosed and heavy

trawled seas. Our results suggest that the management of bottom-trawling

efforts could be an important climate solution.
KEYWORDS

climate mitigation, natural climate solutions, fisheries management, ocean
conservation, blue carbon
1 Introduction

Marine sediments are thought to be the ultimate long-term carbon store; once

buried below the active layer, organic carbon can remain unmineralized for millennia

to eons (Burdige, 2007; LaRowe et al., 2020). However, disturbances to the seabed by

human activities threaten the permanency of this marine carbon (Levin et al., 2020;

Paradis et al., 2021). In the case of bottom trawling, heavy fishing gear that is dragged

across the seafloor mixes and resuspends sediments, exposing 0.16-0.40 Pg C yr-1 of

previously buried organic carbon to potential microbial degradation (Sala et al., 2021).

However, the ultimate fate of this disturbed organic carbon stock is as yet unquantified,
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hampering our understanding of the effects that bottom trawling

has on the global carbon cycle and the potential implications for

climate policies.

The protection of organic carbon stored in marine sediments,

plants, and animals has been identified as a powerful tool for

tackling climate change (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2019). However,

the uptake of ocean-based climate solutions has been slow due to

prevailing climate policies and carbon markets that only recognize

mitigation activities with measurable impacts on atmospheric

emissions. The challenge with identifying ocean-based solutions

under those current paradigms lies in the complexity of quantifying

atmospheric emissions generated by anthropogenic activities that

occur below the ocean’s surface (Luisetti et al., 2020). Therefore,

research addressing this challenge is crucial for discovering new

opportunities that can harness the full potential of the ocean in

contributing to mitigating climate change.

Here, we examined the fate of trawling-induced carbon released

into the global ocean between 1996-2020 and under future

scenarios, as well as estimated the fraction of CO2 emitted to the

atmosphere. To estimate trawling-induced CO2 emissions, we used

assumptions and data from Sala et al. (2021), the only study to date

to estimate the global impact of trawling on CO2 fluxes frommarine

sediments, and two classes of ocean circulation models: (I) the

Ocean Circulation Inverse Model (OCIM; 2° resolution; Holzer

et al., 2021) and (II) the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies

(GISS) ModelE2.1 (1° x 1.25° ocean model resolution; Lerner et al.,

2021). The latter was used in coupled climate simulations under two

realizations: prescribed atmospheric CO2 concentrations (GISScon)

and prognostic atmospheric CO2 based on anthropogenic

emissions, the land and ocean sink, and benthic trawling

(GISSemis; Ito et al., 2020). GISS and OCIM models are used to

estimate air-sea fluxes and internal oceanic transport of CO2 over

time by simulating the complex interplay of atmospheric and

oceanic processes. These models offer detailed spatial-temporal

estimates of CO2 exchange between the ocean and atmosphere by

modeling the movement of CO2 through currents, advection,

vertical mixing, biological processes (GISS only), and surface gas

exchange. Depending on the geographic location and water depth of

bottom trawling, CO2 is exposed to the sea surface within months to

centuries (Siegel et al., 2021). GISS and OCIM models are

systematically appraised against the latest observations, are

internationally accepted, and are being used in the CMIP6 to

represent ocean processes (e.g., air-sea fluxes) for the 6th

Assessment report (IPCC, 2022) and in the Global Carbon

Budget to estimate surface pCO2 (Friedlingstein et al, 2020a).

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Trawling intensity and
CO2 remineralization

We estimate the aqueous CO2 efflux that results from bottom

trawling using the same approach as Sala et al. (2021). Data on

bottom trawling activity was obtained from Global Fishing Watch

(https://globalfishingwatch.org/) via Sala et al. (2021). The fraction
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of the total organic carbon in the first meter of marine sediments

that is remineralized to aqueous CO2 (f) in a given 1 km2 pixel (i) is

estimated as:

fi   =   SVRi  �   pl  �   pr  �(1 −   e−kit)

Where SVRi is the swept volume ratio and represents the

fraction of the carbon in pixel i that is disturbed by bottom

trawling, pr   is the proportion of organic carbon that resettles in

pixel i after trawling, pl  is the fraction of organic carbon that is

labile, k is the first-order degradation rate constant, and t represents

time, which is set to one year. To accurately account for carbon

impacts from trawling gear with various penetration depths and the

resulting exposure of lower sediment layers due to a net annual loss

in sediment from trawling activities, it was necessary to include

organic carbon stocks down to one meter. However, the SVRi term

in our model constrains the impact of a trawling event to the

proportion of carbon stored only up to the penetration depth of the

specific trawling gear utilized in that pixel.

The swept volume ratio SVRi is estimated as:

SVRi   =  o
g
(SARi,g �   pdg)

where SARi,g is the swept area ratio in pixel i by vessels using

gear g, and pdg is the average penetration depth of gear type g.

The swept area ratio (SAR) is estimated as:

SARi,g   =  oV (TDi,v   �  Wv)

Ai

where TDi,v is the distance trawled by vessel v in pixel i, Wv is

the width of the gear trawled by vessel v and Ai is the total area of

pixel i. The distance trawled was estimated using fishing activity

detected by automatic identification systems (AIS) data from Global

Fishing Watch (globalfishingwatch.org) between 2016 and 2020.

We used the vessel-size-footprint relationships reported by Eigaard

et al. (2016) to calculate the width of the trawl gear for each vessel.

Average penetration depths were as follows; otter trawls: 2.44 cm,

beam trawls: 2.72 cm, towed dredges 5.47 cm, and hydraulic

dredges: 16.11 cm (Hiddink et al., 2017). The fraction of organic

carbon in each cell that resettles in that same cell after trawling (pr)

was assumed constant at 0.87 (Sala et al., 2021). The proportion of

labile organic carbon (pl) was assigned using sediment type with

values from Sala et al. (2021); fine sediments: 0.7, coarse sediments:

0.286, and sandy sediments: 0.04 (Figure S1). First-order

degradation rate constants ki were also obtained from Sala et al.

(2021) and assigned as follows for the different oceanic region:

North Pacific = 1.67, South Pacific = 3.84, Atlantic = 1.00, Indian =

4.76, Mediterranean = 12.3, Arctic = 0.275, Gulf of Mexico and

Caribbean = 16.8 (Sala et al., 2021).

Finally, the amount of organic carbon remineralized in pixel i,

Cri, is estimated as:

Cri = Coi x fi x di

where C0i is the amount of organic carbon stored in the first meter

of marine sediments in pixel i (Atwood et al., 2020), fi is the fraction

of that organic carbon that is remineralized, and di corresponds to
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an organic carbon depletion factor that accounts for the history of

trawling in a given pixel i. Using the same approach as Sala et al.

(2021) but with a more conservative annual organic carbon

accumulation rate of 4.9 Mg C km-2 yr-1 that assumes that 75%

of the annual carbon flux is naturally remineralizing regardless of

trawling (Wilkinson et al., 2018), we estimate that the CO2 efflux in

a pixel that has been trawled for over a decade stabilizes at 27.2% of

the year one flux (i.e., first year of trawling). As such, pixels that

have been trawled for more than 10 years are assigned an organic

carbon depletion factor (di) of 0.272. For pixels trawled less than 10

years, we assumed a depletion factor of 1. To estimate the number of

years that trawling has taken place in each pixel we used spatial

catch statistics from Watson (2017). Overall, 94% of trawled pixels

between 1996-2000 have been trawled for > 10 years.

For hindcasting bottom trawling prior to 2016, we assume that

the average intensity and extent of bottom trawling between 2018-

2020 is representative of what it has been since 1996 (Watson, 2017;

Amoroso et al., 2018). Bottom trawling locations appear to be

consistent from year to year as illustrated by data from Watson

(2017) and Amoroso et al. (2018). Our assumption of bottom

trawling intensity is likely conservative given that bottom trawling

catches peaked in several regions, including Europe and North

America, in the 1980s and 1990s, and both the number of vessels

and their installed capacity (kW) has been stable since the early

2000s (Watson et al., 2006; Rousseau et al., 2019; Pauly et al., 2020).
2.2 OCIM model simulations

OCIM is a data-assimilated model with a steady-state ocean

circulation (Devries, 2014). The version used here is the OCIM2-

48L used in a recent study of the ventilation of the deep Pacific

Ocean (Holzer et al., 2021). An abiotic carbon cycle is implemented

in this model using the formulation in DeVries (2014). The model is

spun up to equilibrium using a pre-industrial atmospheric CO2

concentration of 280 ppm. Then, a transient simulation is run using

an interactive atmosphere (represented by a single well-mixed box)

and carbon emissions into the atmosphere from the Global Carbon

Budget 2020 (Friedlingstein et al., 2020a). Carbon emissions are the

sum of carbon emissions from fossil fuel burning, cement

manufacture, and land use change, minus the carbon absorbed by

the terrestrial carbon sink (which is not represented in the model).

The historical emissions data are used from 1780-2019, and after

2019 the emissions are held constant at 2019 levels.

Four different simulations are run to assess the impacts of

trawling on the air-sea CO2 flux. For the control simulation (A),

there is no emission of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) from

trawling activity. In simulation B, DIC emissions from trawling are

applied for the years 1996-2020. In simulation C, trawling emissions

occur from 1996-2030, and in simulation D, trawling emissions

occur from 1996-2070. All model simulations are run to 2100.

Air-sea CO2 fluxes, ocean DIC change, and pH changes (see

methods below) due to trawling are assessed by subtracting these

quantities in each simulation to that from simulation A (no
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
trawling). Calculating CO2 and pH in the model also requires

temperature, salinity, alkalinity, and nutrient data. These are not

tracked in the model, but are instead held fixed at their

contemporary values from the World Ocean Atlas for

temperature (Locarnini et al., 2019), salinity (Zweng et al., 2018),

and nutrients (Garcia et al., 2019), and the Global Ocean Data

Analysis Project phase 2 (GLODAPv2) for alkalinity (Olsen et al.,

2016). CO2 and pH are calculated using the CO2SYS calculator (van

Heuven et al., 2011). Additional information about model

development and parameters for the OCIM model can be found

in Holzer et al. (2021).
2.3 GISS coupled model simulations

Simulations were also performed with the NASA Goddard

Institute for Space Studies (GISS) E2.1-G coupled climate model

that has 2x2.5° and 1x1.25° resolution in the atmosphere and the

ocean respectively and is coupled to the NASA Ocean

Biogeochemistry Module (NOBM) (Gregg and Casey, 2007;

Romanou et al., 2013). CO2 forcing for the period 1996-2014

comes from observed emissions of CO2 while transient forcing

for the period 2015-2100 follows SSP2-4.5, a mid-range shared

socioeconomic pathway scenario, of the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) (O’Neill et al., 2016;

Meinshausen et al., 2020). Additional information about the

development of the GISS models and their parameters can be

found in Ito et al. (2020) and Lerner et al. (2021). All

experiments for this study were branched off a long preindustrial

simulation that ensured the ocean carbon flux at the air-sea

interface was at equilibrium followed by a historical simulation

with observed forcings for the period 1850-1995 (Miller et al., 2021).

Two distinct realizations of this model were employed for the

purposes of this study: a) a single run (GISScon) of the GISS-

E2.1-G model (as in Lerner et al., 2021) where land and radiation

only see prescribed observed atmospheric CO2 concentrations. b)

an ensemble of 15 runs with the Earth System Model GISS-E2.1-G-

CC (GISSemis) that differs from GISS-E2.1-G only in that radiation

responds to prognostic atmospheric CO2 based on anthropogenic

emissions, the land and the ocean sink (as in Ito et al., 2020) as well

as trawling emissions. The impacts of trawling on the air-sea CO2

flux in GISScon and GISSemis are assessed using simulations A-D

as described in the previous section. The purpose of the GISSemis

suite of simulations is to provide uncertainty envelopes of the

response to trawling emissions which are related to the Earth

system’s intrinsic variability (e.g., natural cycles of tropical

variability). More information is provided in the next section.

The pH and aragonite saturation state are computed following

the carbonate chemistry routines described in Orr et al. (2017).

These routines take as inputs DIC, alkalinity, phosphate, silicate,

temperature, and salinity each of which is computed prognostically

by the model. Since the model simulates nitrate instead of

phosphate, dissolved phosphate is approximated by assuming a

constant ratio of 1/16 (Redfield ratio) to nitrate. As surface ratios
frontiersin.org
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can be highly variable, we examined the effect of NO3
-:PO4

3- ratios

on delta pH and found little effect on model output (Supplementary

Material Figure S2). Additionally, sources and sinks of alkalinity

through carbonate production and dissolution are assumed to be

proportional to net primary productivity locally, following OCMIP-

2 protocols (Najjar and Orr, 1999).
2.4 Fraction of trawled CO2 emitted to
the atmosphere

The fraction of CO2 from trawling activities emitted to the

atmosphere (Figure 1) is calculated as:

fraction   (t) = ot FCO2,trawl(t) −   FCO2,notrawl(t)
� �

otBFCO2(t)

where FCO2,trawl(t) is the globally-integrated atmosphere to ocean

CO2 flux in a simulation with trawling (positive into the ocean),

FCO2,notrawl(t) is the globally-integrated atmosphere to ocean CO2

flux in the simulation without trawling, and BFCO2(t) is the

globally-integrated benthic emissions of CO2 due to trawling.

Note that FCO2,notrawl(t) only depends on the model used

(GISSemis, GISScon, or OCIM), while FCO2,trawl(t) and BFCO2(t)

also depends on the trawling scenario considered (historical,

trawling ceases in 2030, or trawling ceases in 2070).
2.5 Historical and future changes in pH

To quantify historical changes in pH, we calculated a weighted

average of pH in the upper 1000 m of a region. The weighted

average is calculated as:

pHave =
oi(oareaipHi)

oioareai

where i is an index for location of a model horizontal (lat/lon) grid

cell, oareai is the ocean area of that grid cell, and pHi is the vertical

average of pH in the upper 1000 m of that grid cell. Results for the

East China/South China Sea reported in the manuscript are for the

average change in pH due to trawling between 2000-2020. We take

this as the averaging period to avoid the initial steep decline in pH at

the beginning of the simulations, which is likely unrealistic given

that trawling activities did exist prior to 1996.

It is important to note that while GISS and OCIM agree on the

regions where pH changes are largest, they differ in the magnitude

of these changes in some locations. Particularly for the East China/

South China Sea, OCIM pH changes are larger than GISSemis

changes. These differences likely reflect differences in how trawled

carbon data is mapped onto model grids with different

bathymetries, particularly as those differences become exaggerated

near the coastlines where the majority of trawling is taking place.

These differences therefore capture real uncertainty in the pH

change in each region, as the models are an imperfect

representation of reality. There are also differences in the pH
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
between GISS and OCIM due to differences in their base

state chemistry.
2.6 Uncertainty

2.6.1 Trawling intensity
Our estimate of trawling intensity uses a three-dimensional

footprint that relies on estimation of both the total area trawled and

the penetration depth of bottom trawling gear. We discuss sources

of uncertainty relevant to each.

First, our estimate of the area impacted by bottom trawling has

three potential sources of uncertainty: (1) uncertainty in the model

prediction of active fishing from AIS derived location information,

(2) uncertainty in coverage (i.e., what fraction of global trawling is

observable via AIS data), and (3) uncertainty in estimated trawl

width for each vessel. We have high confidence that bottom

trawling fishing activity has been accurately estimated for vessels

carrying AIS because Global Fishing Watch’s neural net is notably

good at detecting active fishing by trawlers (precision = 0.9, recall =

0.89, and f1-score = 0.89) (Taconet et al., 2019). However, AIS

coverage on trawlers < 15 m in total length is low (Taconet et al.,

2019); consequently, we underestimate the total footprint of bottom

trawling globally because our estimate misses fishing activity from

smaller fleets that are not equipped with AIS. Furthermore, the

spatial distribution of known gaps in coverage is not uniform. While

AIS provides accurate spatial patterns of fishing activity and

intensity for some regions (e.g., FAO Area 21, Northwest Atlantic

and FAO Area 27, Northeast Atlantic), important gaps in coverage

have been identified in the Arctic Sea (FAO Area 18), Western

Central Pacific (FAO Area 71), and the Eastern Indian Ocean (FAO

Area 57) (Taconet et al., 2019). For example, AIS data are nearly

absent from intensely fished regions in Southeast Asia and

Indonesia. Additional uncertainty about the area trawled is

introduced by our estimate of the width of the trawled gear, for

which we use the vessel-size-footprint relationships reported by a

study on bottom trawling on the European continental shelf

(Eigaard et al., 2016). It is possible that the vessel-size-footprint

relationship of the European fleet differs from other global fleets,

but these data are not reported elsewhere.

Second, our gear-specific estimates of penetration depth are

taken from Hiddink et al. (2017), who use a systematic literature

review coupled with a nested linear model to predict the penetration

depth for each gear component in each sediment type.

Unfortunately, Hiddink et al. (2017) do not elaborate on error

and uncertainty in their model for trawl penetration depth.
2.6.2 CO2 remineralization
Sediment organic carbon stock estimates in the top 1 m horizon

were obtained from Atwood et al. (2020), which represents the only

study to date to quantify spatially-explicit stocks at a global scale

down to 1 m in the sediment; such a depth is required for estimating

multiyear impacts of trawling due to annual sedimentation deficits

that ultimately require estimates of organic carbon stocks buried in
frontiersin.org
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sediment layers that are deeper than the ones immediately impacted

by the trawling gear. Atwood et al. (2020) model explained 76% of

the variation in organic carbon stocks and had a root-mean-square

error of 7306 Mg km−2. An additional uncertainty in carbon stocks
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
that is acknowledge, but not quantified by Atwood et al. (2020) is

variation in carbon stocks with sediment depth. In many cases

Atwood et al. (2020) had to extrapolate carbon stocks to 1 m using

data from shallower samples.
B

A

FIGURE 1

Fraction of trawled CO2 emitted to the atmosphere. (A) The fraction of trawled CO2 emitted to the atmosphere from historical trawling (1996-2020)
and future projections. Colors represent different trawling scenarios, with blue denoting historical trawling from 1996-2020 and zero trawling
thereafter, magenta denoting a future scenario where trawling stops in 2030, and red denoting a future scenario where global trawling ceases in
2070. Continuous lines are ensemble mean solutions from the GISSemis runs, dashed-dotted lines are from the GISScon runs (often not visible in
the graph due to overlap with other data points), and dashed lines are from the OCIM simulations. Shading represents the internal variability in the
ensemble simulations with the GISSemis model. Arrows indicate when ~99% of the total emissions are released to the atmosphere post-trawling for
each of the three trawling scenarios. (B) Effect of the magnitude of CO2 flux on the fraction of CO2 emitted to the atmosphere. The solid data line
represents the historical (1996-2020) trawling flux estimated using the Sala et al. (2021) carbon model, the dotted lines represent an arbitrarily
increase (Sala model x 10) and decrease (Sala model x 0.1) of Sala et al. (2021) flux estimate by one-order of magnitude. Models represent
OCIM simulations.
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The largest uncertainty in the CO2 remineralization model is

the estimates of first-order degradation rate constants (k-values).

Field studies have shown that k-values can vary substantially both

spatially and with depth in the sediment, and unfortunately, studies

examining the effects of trawling on organic carbon activity and k-

values are extremely limited. We used the k-values published in Sala

et al. (2021), which used a literature review and independent

validation sites to characterize and generalize region-specific k-

values. Across their validation sites, their average model percent

error for predicting sediment-water CO2 fluxes ranged from -45%

to +39% when accounting for annual organic carbon flux, with an

average absolute error of 23% (Atwood et al., 2023).

It has been suggested by studies that organic carbon reactivity in

subsurface sediments could be one to two-orders of magnitude lower

than those used in Sala et al. (2021) (Epstein et al., 2022; Hiddink

et al., 2023). As a result, we investigated how reductions of one- and

two-orders of magnitude in Sala et al. (2021) first-order degradation

rates would impact estimated atmospheric emissions. We found that

Sala et al. (2021) emission estimates were relatively robust to changes

in first-order degradation rates because in the multiyear trawling

model, reductions in this parameter substantially reduced carbon

depletion through time. Under Sala et al. (2021) original carbon

model (global k = 2.6), GISS and OCIM models estimated that

trawling emitted as much as ~0.34-0.37 Pg CO2 yr-1 to the

atmosphere. When first-order degradation rates were reduced by 1-

order of magnitude (global average k = 0.28), resulting in only a

~6.8% remineralization efficiency of disturbed organic carbon, the

magnitude of atmospheric emissions remained similar to Sala et al

(2021) original model (0.19-0.21 Pg CO2 yr
-1, Atwood et al., 2023).

The magnitudes are comparable because in Sala et al, (2021) original

model, organic carbon depletion after a decade of trawling results in

emissions that are ~27.2% of the year one flux. Conversely, when

degradation rates are reduced, more organic carbon stays in the

system longer, and changes in trawling-induced fluxes across time

stabilize quickly. However, a reduction of the first-order degradation

rates by two orders of magnitude (global average k = 0.028; 1.2%

remineralization efficiency) does result in a much larger decrease in

atmospheric emissions, which are reduced to 0.02-0.03 Pg CO2 yr
-1

(Atwood et al., 2023), or ~1% of the global emissions from land-use

change (Friedlingstein et al., 2020a).

Our models do not account for trawling-induced impacts on

organic carbon remineralization due to changes in sediment biota

(Epstein et al., 2022). Although the current paradigm in soil science

is that microbial communities dominate benthic metabolism in

marine sediments, a process that is accounted for in our models,

animals undoubtedly play a key role in marine sediment carbon

cycling (Snelgrove et al., 2018; LaRowe et al., 2020; Bianchi et al.,

2021); yet aquatic and terrestrial animals are universally ignored in

Earth Systems Models (Schmitz et al., 2018; Snelgrove et al., 2018;

Bianchi et al., 2021). The absence of animals from Earth System

Models stems from the lack of generalizable predictions about how

animal community changes will likely affect carbon cycling

(Schmitz et al., 2018; Schmitz et al., 2023). It can be argued that

trawling can stimulate or retard organic carbon remineralization

through its differing and often context-dependent effects on infauna

communities (Epstein et al., 2022). Yet, the considerable particle
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
mixing and sediment flushing that results from the movement of

fishing gear across the seabed could offset some of the potential loss

of processes like bioturbation and bioirrigation. Nevertheless,

holistic models that include the indirect effects of trawling on

organic carbon remineralization through changes in animal

communities are needed to make more accurate predictions,

especially at smaller spatial scales. However, to better characterize

variability and uncertainty in model parameters, further large-scale

empirical studies on the biotic and physical processes controlling

carbon retention and remineralization in marine sediments, as well

as how these processes are affected by trawling, are critical.

2.6.3 Atmospheric emissions
In terms of the response of the global air-sea CO2 flux to a given

trawling emissions pattern, the agreement of the two models suggests

that atmospheric emission estimates are fairly robust and inter-model

variation is low. Because of the coarse resolution of the models

(OCIM: 2° resolution; GISS: 1° x 1.25° resolution), however, regional

estimates will have more uncertainty. Thus, the greatest uncertainty

in atmospheric emissions estimates comes from the quantification of

CO2 remineralization from trawling impacts on sedimentary carbon

(see uncertainties above). Atmospheric emissions and the amount of

trawling-induced CO2 remineralized scale linearly because the air-sea

partitioning depends on the circulation timescale and the gas

exchange timescale, both of which are unaffected by the relatively

small amount of CO2 emitted by trawling compared to fossil fuel

emissions. Therefore, any changes to the amount of trawling-induced

CO2 generated would result in a proportionally similar change in

atmospheric CO2 emissions.

Our models also do not account for the release of N or P from

trawled sediments and the potential for those nutrients to stimulate

pelagic primary productivity. Unfortunately, there are no global

maps of N and P stocks in marine sediments and to our knowledge

no empirical studies have explicitly tested this hypothesis. However,

modeling studies and theory suggested that if impacts to light

attenuation from suspended sediments is short-term, trawling

could potentially stimulate primary productivity, and thus uptake

of CO2 (Dounas et al., 2007; Epstein et al., 2022).

2.6.4 Internal climate variability
The GISSemis suite of simulations aims to assess the relative

importance of the response to the trawling emissions compared to

the system’s internal variability. The ensemble mean is very close to

the GISScon and OCIM responses while the internal variability can

produce a wide range of individual ensemble member responses

that can be ±20% of the ensemble average for the atmospheric CO2

change and ±40% of the ensemble average for the ocean carbon sink

change (see Table S1). However, this uncertainty is model

dependent and might be different for other climate models.
3 Results and discussion

Our retrospective and prospective analyses showed that 55-60%

of the CO2 released into the water column by bottom trawling
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impacts on sediment carbon stocks is emitted to the atmosphere

within ~9 years of the trawling event (Figure 1). Furthermore, we

found that the fraction of CO2 accumulating in the atmosphere

remained at 55-60% until the end of our simulations at 2100,

regardless of the magnitude of CO2 predicted to be released into the

water column by trawling (Figure 1). These results are significant in

that they imply that the 55-60% fraction can be easily applied to

estimate trawling-induced CO2 emissions to the atmosphere under

a variety of historical and future trawling scenarios.

Using Sala et al. (2021) estimates of sediment efflux, our models

suggest that trawling could have emitted a cumulative 8.5-9.2 Pg

CO2 into the atmosphere between 1996 and 2020 (Table S1;

Figure 2), contributing 0.97-1.14 ppm to atmospheric CO2

concentrations (Figure 2). These emissions would equate to

~0.34-0.37 Pg CO2 yr−1, which is equivalent to ~9-11% of the

global emissions from land-use change in 2020 (Friedlingstein et al.,

2020b), or nearly double the estimated annual emissions from fuel

combustion for the entire global fishing fleet (Parker et al., 2018).

Trawling emissions of this magnitude suggest that the protection of

seabed organic carbon from benthic trawling gear could prove to be

an impactful climate solution. For example, if we continue to trawl

at current intensities and spatial distributions, we estimate that

bottom trawling could contribute an additional 0.2-0.5 ppm in

atmospheric CO2 concentrations by 2030 and 1.03-1.36 ppm by

2070 (Figure 2).
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Whether or not reductions in trawling could be adapted as a

climate solution not only depends on the magnitude of the emission

reductions, but also the time frame over which those reductions can

be achieved. We found that the release of trawling-induced CO2

from the ocean to the atmosphere occurred rapidly, with ~99% of

the total emissions occurring within 7-9 years post-bottom trawling

(OCIM: 7 yrs; GISScon: 9 yrs; GISSemis: 9 yrs ± 5 yrs (standard

deviation of ensemble members). When emissions were arbitrarily

increased by one order of magnitude, it took slightly less time

(OCIM:~5 yrs) for total emissions to be released into the

atmosphere. The rapid release of CO2 from the ocean to the

atmosphere suggests that historical trawling has only short-term

legacy effects on atmospheric emissions. Thus, policies that

eliminate or significantly limit trawling impacts on sedimentary

carbon stocks would quickly reduce this industry’s contribution to

rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations with maximum benefits

occurring 7-9 years after implementation.

In general, atmospheric CO2 emission hotspots coincided with

areas where trawling had the most significant impact on benthic

carbon, mainly the East China Sea, the Baltic and the North Sea, and

the Greenland Sea (Figure 3). However, horizontal advection can

transport trawling-induced CO2 and resuspended organic carbon to

other locations, leading to cross-boundary effects of bottom trawling

on local carbon cycles. This phenomenon likely explains why some

areas such as the South China Sea, Norwegian Sea, and off the east
B

C

A

FIGURE 2

Effects of benthic trawling on CO2 emissions and bottom water pH. Time series of the (A) change in cumulative carbon uptake by the ocean due to
trawling, or equivalently a flux of CO2 to the atmosphere, (B) change in atmospheric CO2 concentrations due to trawling in the different model
simulations (OCIM, GISScon, GISSemis), and (C) global ocean pH change due to trawling. Colors represent different trawling scenarios, with blue
denoting historical trawling from 1996-2020 and zero trawling thereafter, magenta denoting a future scenario where trawling stops in 2030, and red
denoting a future scenario where global trawling ceases in 2070. Continuous lines are ensemble mean solutions from the GISSemis runs, dashed-
dotted lines are from the GISScon runs, and dashed lines are from the OCIM simulations. Shading represents the internal variability in the ensemble
simulations with the GISSemis model.
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coast of Japan in the Pacific Ocean had higher atmospheric emissions

than expected based on the local rate of trawling emissions (Figure 3).

As a result of these cross-boundary effects, we cannot assume that all

the atmospheric emissions within a country’s jurisdictional waters

come from trawling activities within that zone.

Our ability to quantify the extent of the global bottom trawling

fleet through time and space in this study was somewhat limited. Our

estimates do not capture trawling activities before 1996, because the

intensity and spatial distribution of bottom trawling before that time

are unknown. Yet, large-scale bottom trawling began as early as 1950

and peaked in the 1980s and 1990s (Watson et al., 2006; Watson and

Tidd, 2018). Furthermore, our model relies on the AIS vessel tracking

database processed by Global Fishing Watch (https://

globalfishingwatch.org/) to derive trawling events at the global

level. Unfortunately, AIS coverage is poor in some fishing-intensive

areas. Thus, we undoubtedly underestimate trawling activity in areas
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of Southeast Asia, the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea, parts of Europe,

and the Gulf of Mexico (Taconet et al., 2019).

There are additional uncertainties in the parameters used to

estimate the amount of organic carbon remineralized after trawling

due to a lack of rigorous field studies. Though our model is

parameterized using the best available empirical data (Sala et al.,

2021; Atwood et al., 2023), an alternative line of reasoning argues that

first-order degradation rates could be one- to two orders of

magnitude lower (Hiddink et al., 2023). Because we find that

atmospheric emissions scale linearly with the amount of organic

carbon remineralized to aqueous CO2 by trawling, we can

straightforwardly examine the sensitivity of our results to this

alternative assumption. Leveraging Atwood et al. (2023) finding

that reducing first-order degradation rates by one order of

magnitude has a negligible effect on the estimated magnitude of

organic carbon remineralized after 10 consecutive years of trawling,
B

A

FIGURE 3

Spatial differences in the historical effects of benthic trawling on CO2 emissions. (A) Cumulative emissions of trawled CO2 between 1996-2020. (B)
Cumulative changes in the air-sea CO2 flux due to trawling between 1996-2020. It is important to note that significant knowledge gaps exist
regarding trawling activity in the Arctic Sea (FAO Area 18), Western Central Pacific (FAO Area 71), and the Eastern Indian Ocean (FAO Area 57)
(Taconet et al., 2019). Consequently, emissions attributed to trawling in these regions are likely underestimated.
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we find that retaining this reduction to first-order degradation rates

results in an estimated 0.19-0.21 Pg CO2 yr-1 emitted to the

atmosphere due to bottom trawling between 1996-2020. A two-

orders of magnitude reduction to first-order degradation would

result in 0.02-0.03 Pg CO2 yr
-1 emitted over the same time period

– comparable to the mitigation potential for managing fires in

temperate forests (Griscom et al., 2017).

Currently, climate actions aimed at reducing CO2 emissions from

anthropogenic practices (e.g., carbon markets, renewable energy

standards, reforestation efforts, etc.) focus exclusively on atmospheric

emissions. However, these frameworks overlook the total impact of

ocean-use change activities on the carbon cycle, because they ignore the

pool of DIC that remains sequestered by the ocean. In the case of

trawling, we found that 40-45% of the cumulative trawling-induced

CO2 emissions remained dissolved in seawater, augmenting the

acidification already occurring from the burning of fossil fuels. Using

Sala et al. (2021) carbon model, we found that trawling increased the
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global DIC inventory by ~1.82-1.90 Pg C from 1996-2020 (Table S1).

This additional dissolved inorganic carbon from trawling results in

increased ocean acidification with a global reduction in pH of 3-5 ×10-4

by 2020 (Figure 2). At the global scale, a pH reduction of that

magnitude by 2020 is not significant compared to the effect of

anthropogenic emissions due to fossil fuels. However, our models

suggest that some semi-enclosed seas could be highly sensitive to an

injection of CO2 from anthropogenic activities. In particular, our

models showed that extensive trawling could lead to increased

localized acidification in the East and South China Sea (Figure 4).

The decrease in pH in this region due to trawling between 2000 and

2020 (GISSemis: -0.034+/-0.001; OCIM: -0.050) is comparable to that

from rising atmospheric CO2 due to the burning of fossil fuels over the

same time period (GISSemis: -0.034+/-0.004; OCIM: -0.020). An

important caveat to our pH findings is that our models are limited

in resolving coastal processes both due to their coarse resolution and

lack of biogeochemical complexity. Nevertheless, considering that
B

A

FIGURE 4

Spatial differences in the historical effects of benthic trawling on pH. Change in upper 1000-m average pH due to trawling in 2020 for (A) GISScon
Model results and (B) OCIM Model results.
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ocean chemistry can influence organismal development, physiology,

and behavior (Baag and Mandal, 2022), and ultimately can affect a

species’ productivity and survival, future studies and policy should

consider the potential impacts trawling can have on localized

ocean acidification.
4 Conclusion

Ocean-based solutions offer promise in closing the emissions gap

to limit global temperature increases to 1.5°C, while also supporting co-

benefits like biodiversity preservation and food security (Hoegh-

Guldberg et al., 2019; Sala et al., 2021). However, current climate

policies and markets require estimates of avoided atmospheric

emissions, posing challenges for identifying and implementing these

solutions. Our study, which highlights that 55-60% of CO2 produced

from bottom trawling is released into the atmosphere within nine years,

becomes a crucial tool for evaluating the reduction of bottom trawling

effort as an effective ocean-based climate solution. To refine

atmospheric emission estimates, it is essential for field studies to

tackle uncertainties in our understanding of how bottom trawling

influences the biological and physical processes that govern carbon

remineralization and preservation. Furthermore, the incorporation of

high-resolution regional models that resolve small-scale processes, such

as local currents, will be pivotal in delivering more precise emission

estimates at scales pertinent to local policy considerations. Lastly, our

findings emphasize the need for policy to avoid exclusive focus on

avoided atmospheric emissions, as our results show that trawling-

induced increases in DIC in seawater could have severe implications for

local or regional ocean acidification.
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